UT Dallas Employee Resource Groups
The mission of the Black Faculty and Staff Alliance at UT Dallas is to advance a diverse and inclusive work environment for current and future Black and African American employees and students. As well as to attract, retain, empower, and inspire Black and African American faculty and staff through offerings of educational events, networking opportunities, and social gatherings that promote unity and cultural awareness. These efforts are geared toward helping BFSA members achieve their fullest potential across the spectrum of professional development.

About Employee Resource Groups at UT Dallas

Employee resource groups at The University of Texas at Dallas were established to support the strategic plan and to make the University more competitive in the recruitment and retention of diverse, high-quality faculty and staff. ERGs strengthen the campus culture by providing an informal welcome to new employees and facilitating networking, mentoring and professional development opportunities for their members.

In an effort to attract and retain diverse, talented people at all levels, the ODCE prioritizes activities that foster a welcoming campus climate in service of the larger goal of promoting and celebrating diversity at UT Dallas.
UTD Counseling & Advising Network

The UT Dallas Counseling and Advising Network (UTD: CAN) strives to provide members with a collective environment to seek networking opportunities and professional development and promote the profession of advising at The University of Texas at Dallas.

UTD: CAN acknowledges the importance and necessity of a well-trained and highly skilled professional advisor in the education of every student at the University and seeks to provide its members with opportunities and advocacy to grow and develop as advisors and members of the UT Dallas community.

Brenda Freeman, President
brenda.freeman@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-7533

Dr. Jessica Murphy
Executive Sponsor
jessica.c.murphy@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-3536

*For extended officers/roles visit utdallas.edu/can

Latino Faculty & Staff Association

The mission of the Latino Faculty and Staff Association at UT Dallas is to build community among the Latino faculty and staff at the University by empowering employees at all levels to network, advance personally and professionally and to foster an inclusive workplace.

Latino Faculty and Staff Association activities and initiatives support the following goals:

- Advocate for the recruitment of additional Latino faculty and staff, and for policies that support increased diversity and inclusion at the University.
- Provide opportunities for outreach and networking among the Latino faculty and staff.
- Identify professional development opportunities for the Association’s members.

Diana Aguirre, President
diana.aguirre@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-6944

Victoria Morales
Vice President of Operations
victoria.morales@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-2228

*For extended officers/roles visit utdallas.edu/lfsa
Military & Veteran

The Military and Veteran Employee Resource Group at UT Dallas facilitates a network of employees interested in or involved with the military community. Our members include veterans, employees serving in the Guard/Reserve, and employees with friends or family in the military.

The mission of the Military and Veteran Employee Resource Group (ERG) is to be a strategic partner with UT Dallas to promote a culture of diversity and inclusion through continual learning, employee development, and employee engagement. The Military and Veteran ERG advances the understanding of inclusion of employees with a common background, set of interests and/or goals.

Arturo Silva, President
arturo.silva@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-4271

Rena Piper, Vice President
rena.piper@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-2204

Rose Walton
Secretary/Treasurer
rosemary.walton@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-3550

utdallas.edu/mverg

QuTD (LGBTQ+)

QuTD advances the educational mission of UT Dallas by cultivating a safe and inclusive environment that values, celebrates and affirms the sexual and gender diversity of UT Dallas faculty and staff members.

QuTD strives to increase visibility and to encourage meaningful involvement of LGBTQ+ and allied staff and faculty within the campus community as well as to advocate for workplace equity and to promote educational growth in a climate of mutual respect.

Matthew Winser-Johns
Communications Manager
matthew.johns@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-6564

Courtney Brecheen
Executive Sponsor
courtneyb@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-6788

*For extended officers/roles visit utdallas.edu/qutd
Universal Access
The mission of the Universal Access ERG (UAERG) is to be a strategic partner with UT Dallas to advance the inclusion and engagement of all employees with disabilities through advocacy and education, and to promote the formation of community among employees with and without disabilities.

UAERG works to remove barriers to participation and access for people with disabilities who otherwise could be at risk of marginalization and exclusion.

Christy Glaze, President
christy.glaze@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-4425

Richard Scotch
Executive Sponsor
richard.scotch@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-2922

*For extended officers/roles visit: utdallas.edu/uaerg

UT Dallas Women
The UT Dallas Women Employee Resource Group works to facilitate an environment of advocacy and belonging where women employees can flourish while advancing the mission of UTD.

The group promotes awareness of women’s contributions to UTD, support programs that contribute to the recruitment, retention and advancement of women at the University, serve as a safe networking and communications channel for women and advocate for women’s issues on campus and in the community.

Beth Keithly, President
keithly@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-4568

Dresden Goldberg
Vice President
dresden.goldberg@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-5130

*For extended officers/roles visit: utdallas.edu/werg
Young Professionals

The mission of the Young Professionals ERG is to be a strategic partner with UT Dallas to promote a culture of diversity and inclusion through collaboration.

The Young Professionals ERG advances the understanding of inclusion of employees with a diverse background, set of interests and/or goals. The vision, mission, goals, policies and activities of the Young Professionals ERG are fully aligned with those of UTD mission, goals and policies.

Cameron Woods, President
cameron.woods@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-6840

Elissa Ungerma
Vice President/Treasurer
elissa.ungerman@utdallas.edu
(972) 883-6182

*For extended officers/roles visit: utdallas.edu/yperg

Partners & Sponsors

Every year, the Office of Diversity and Community Engagement celebrates diversity as a driver of innovation and educational excellence and honors campus and community diversity champions for their efforts in maintaining diversity at all levels through the Diversity Awards Ceremony. We invite organizations to sponsor our office in these ceremonies to help us continue our mission to embrace, enhance and celebrate diversity in the University and our community. You can view a list of our sponsors below:

The University of Texas at Dallas
School of Arts and Humanities

Lennox International

Southwest

Rockwell Collins

BlueCross BlueShield

The University of Texas at Dallas
School of Natural Sciences and Mathematics
The Office of Diversity and Community Engagement
The University of Texas at Dallas
800 W. Campbell Road, AD26
Richardson, TX 75080

Campus Location:
Administration Building AD 3.207
Phone: (972) 883-4566